In this system we are able to classify the components of sentences into a parse tree and gradually grow the tree with extra information about the subjects. Then the recognized pattern will be investigated with an interpreter and will be translated to understandable command for machines. After passing elementary education, further training will be taught indirectly just based on the previous orders without any supervisors. Thus after teaching the machine capable to extract concept from the classified data and act with natural language. These training just like primary education to kids without any knowledge about the language syntaxes and grammar only due to the pattern recognition in sentences.
Introduction
Today, various sciences and technologies are implementable and exploitable in such a way in computers. As regards transition the science to the computer required the computer programmer skill familiar to the science, the cost of this implementation and transition is too high, we decided to teach the science to the computer in writing, in this paper using the natural language processing the knowledge and science will be taught to the machine in writing and speech. The main core of learning will be improved and grows over time then deduction is expected. As noted the natural language processing (NLP) is the main kernel of this paper (Dale et al., 2000; Dale et al., 2005; Grosz et al., 2010) we will try to use this technique to separate the words and figure out the purpose of the sentences.
Purpose of the Study
The main target of this paper is implementing an intelligent system to teaching the machines using natural language. As we know the first stage of relation between the humans is learning a common language. The language is a defined protocol to make an interactive communication. And we know to make a communication between humans and computer we need a protocol that called programming language. Despite the programming languages follow a series of special principles and few peoples are predominate on it, as a result to have a communication to the computer we need programmers who act as a translator between us and computers. In this system we try to remove the translation role of programmers and design a protocol based on human natural language. There is more future goals in this context, for instance, consider an online store that has a section for user comments in relation to products, Due to the growth of the information in this section, reading the all description is difficult for other buyers, Using this current system, useful and efficient content will be fetched from the comments, so users only need to read the contents of the summary and conclusion, the obtained conclusion can be shown as graphical chart to the users.
Method
Due to the use of natural language processing algorithms that produce a tree structure of sentences components, this research is based on parse tree and search algorithm that leading to a structure classifieds dictionary of words in the form of tree. Vol. 11, No. 3; 2017 ownership with this template
A1/NNS of/IN B1/NN=> (A1).parent = B1
(2) As you saw in the examples, the interpreter works based on POS-tags, due to the input commands analyze the sentences and categorized it in a proper position.
A Part-Of-Speech Tagger (POS-Tagger) is a piece of software that reads text in some language and assigns parts of speech to each word (and other token), such as noun, verb, adjective, etc., although generally computational applications use more fine-grained POS tags like 'noun-plural' (Toutanova and Manning,2000; Toutanova et al, 2003) . 
Entering the Raw Data
After entering the raw data, the parse tree will start parsing process and the sentence will be decomposed to the components and their roles (POS-tags).
The POS-tags parts will be inserted to the main tree continuously, e.g. 
Apple is a fruit With the NLP Parser result the pattern is A1/NNP is/VBZ a/DT A2/NN Now it can conclude that the subset of A2 is A1.
With discovering this models classification can be done in a way that is significant for machines.
These sentences patterns are that stamp in our memories so that as soon as we hear the sentences we can understand it rapidly without knowing any syntaxes and react. Pattern recognition not only in the language but in most subjects, especially visual play an important role
The humans by seeing a simple image of an object can detect deformed shape of it easily, for example a chair with different shapes detectable for us because of its main pattern carved in our memory. The pattern recognition causes increasing the speed of understand, learning and inference.
Pronoun
There is a buffer structure to saving the last used mentioned nouns in the sentences, this structure is separate from the parse tree and individually acts and help to get the related nouns for each pronoun. in the sentences whenever have a name the related pronoun in the buffer will be filled.
Learning
Learning is the act of acquiring new, or modifying and reinforcing, existing knowledge, behaviors, skills, values, or preferences and may involve synthesizing different types of information. The ability to learn is possessed by humans, animals, plants and some machines. Progress over time tends to follow a learning curve. It does not happen all at once, but builds upon and is shaped by previous knowledge. To that end, learning may be viewed as a process, rather than a collection of factual and procedural knowledge. Learning produces changes in the organism and the changes produced are relatively permanent (Daniel et al, 2011) .
Human learning may occur as part of education, personal development, schooling, or training. It may be goal-oriented and may be aided by motivation. The study of how learning occurs is part of educational psychology, neuropsychology, learning theory, and pedagogy. Learning may occur as a result of habituation or classical conditioning, seen in many animal species, or as a result of more complex activities such as play, seen only in relatively intelligent animals.
Learning may occur consciously or without conscious awareness. Learning that an aversive event cannot be avoided nor escaped is called learned helplessness.
Let to see an example, a kid doesn't have any information around the environment, in this stages the parents will teach them, for instance by repeating the "Go" word and helping the kids to walking they are trying to carving the "Go" word in its mind.
Then even we tell to them to go the "Go" word will be fetched then they start to walk. Whit this work we taught them to staring going after hearing the "Go" word. Now consider this scenario for a robot, we tell to the robot "Go" this word have to be assigned to going action in robot. For this section we can use a console to do it and make it meaningful for the machine.
Go : this.move(forward)
This command plays the supervisor teaching role just like in kids training (Mohri et al ,2012) . This kind of training continues until they do not require direct instruction between teacher and student, then the education is trained only with language.
For example telling find the chair, is unclear for a robot, the chair is defined object for machine but the finding command not defined yet. Now for teaching "Find" action it can point to the "go until seeing chair", a sentence that has already been taught to machine before. This training is a speech teaching and do not need any supervisor education. Thus, gradually the unclear sentence will be understandable for machine and robots unless needed to direct command console (supervisor) Raw entry data divided INto three section
1) News text
The sentences after entering will be parsed and insert into the main tree 2) Imperative text The end of the command sentences have to be pointed to a real understandable command for the machine directly or indirectly, these command will be defined by the programmer and executable to machine. Purpose of indirect is that the sentence capable to parse to another pointed to real commands sentences. So, the compiler can have an access to the command and execute it.
For example "go" and "see" is pointed to "move" and "capture" command that is understandable and executable for machine, now "finding" action will be trained with "go" and "see" commands like this "go until see the object"
3) Question text
The questions which include discovering inference are some complex. Because in some cases have to search in some branches of tree to find the proper answer.
For instance finding out who is Jim's mother in our tree, required to inserted mother definition in Jim's node in the tree; although this is not defined yet. So based on the interpreter formula the question can be separated to the related questions, for example
Who is Jim's mother = who is Jim's (what is mother) Who is Jim's mother = who is Jim's (mother is female parent)

Who is Jim's mother = who is Jim's (mother is female and mother is parent)
Now based on this separation the answer will be discovered. Another way is parsing main question pattern to sub question by supervisor and teacher.
Who are Jim's parent?
Which one is woman Therefore, by answering these questions, the main answer will be fetched easily
Outcome
The outcome depends on accurate classification and appropriate approach to retrieving the data from parse tree.
There is a simple conclusion instance in bellow. 
Banana is a yellow fruit
Childs(A2).property(parentof(A1)).value =A1
What is the banana's color?
What/WP is/VBZ the/DT A1/NN 's/POS A2/NN ?/. => A1.property(A2).value
According to the interpreters formula finding answer trained to machine. It should be considered the system responds easily and with high speed inference that the pattern has already been saved. In this case it far more quickly than the machine wants to trace the parse tree branches to finding the relations.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a new efficient evolution method for machine learning using pattern recognition in natural language processing. cause of the native natural language is reliable and more easy than the second language for all of us is that it doesn't use any syntaxes and grammar like the second language, we know that a kid never use syntaxes and grammars in its native language. In the native language the words and sentences carved as a pattern in our mind and it will be regulated as a syntax structure over time. Investigating this mas.ccsenet.org Modern Applied Science Vol. 11, No. 3; 2017 111 difference conclude that teaching machine based on the native language approach is efficient and reliable.
